Beginning the Assent: 16:57
Rerun to Beer Bottle Pass
The Assent: 16:57
Rerun to Beer Bottle Pass
The Assent: 16:58
Rerun to Beer Bottle Pass
The Assent: 16:59
Rerun to Beer Bottle Pass
The Assent: 16:59
Rerun to Beer Bottle Pass
The Assent: 16:59
Rerun to Beer Bottle Pass
The Assent: 16:59
Rerun to Beer Bottle Pass
The Assent: 17:00
Rerun to Beer Bottle Pass
The Assent: 17:00
Rerun to Beer Bottle Pass
The Assent: 17:00
Rerun to Beer Bottle Pass
The Assent: 17:01
Rerun to Beer Bottle Pass
The Assent: 17:01
Rerun to Beer Bottle Pass
The Assent: 17:01
Rerun to Beer Bottle Pass
The Assent: 17:02
Rerun to Beer Bottle Pass
The Finish 19:36 PST
Rerun of Beer Bottle Pass